ABSTRACT The concept of saliency describes how relevant a stimulus is for humans. This phenomenon has been studied under different perspectives and modalities, such as audio, visual, or both. It has been employed in intelligent systems to interact with their environment in an attempt to emulate or even outperform human behavior in tasks, such as surveillance and alarm systems or even robotics. In this paper, we focus on the aural modality and our goal consists in measuring the robustness of Echoic log-surprise in comparison with a set of auditory saliency techniques when tested on noisy environments for the task of saliency detection. The acoustic saliency methods that we have analyzed include Kalinli's saliency model, Bayesian log-surprise, and our proposed algorithm, Echoic log-surprise. This last method combines an unsupervised approach based on the Bayesian log-surprise and the biological concept of echoic or auditory sensory memory by means of a statistical fusion scheme, where the use of different distance metrics or statistical divergences, such as Renyi's or Jensen-Shannon's among others, are considered. Additionally, for comparison purposes, we have also compared some classical onset detection techniques, such as those based on voice activity detection or energy thresholding. Results show that Echoic log-surprise outperforms the detection capabilities of the rest of the techniques analyzed in this paper under a great variety of noises and signal-to-noise ratios, corroborating its robustness in noisy environments. In particular, our algorithm with the Jensen-Shannon fusion scheme produces the best F-scores. With the aim of better understanding the behavior of Echoic logsurprise, we have also studied the influence of its control parameters, depth and memory, and their influence at different noise levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we address the problem of auditory saliency detection, a task that requires an understanding of human perception and signal processing. Auditory saliency can be defined as a property of particular sounds to stand out perceptually. Several efforts have been made to model the aspects that make a signal salient or relevant, using experiments that combine high cognitive visual or acoustic loads with the detection of subtle changes in audio or studying how human response depends on the availability of attentional resources [1] - [3] . It is worth distinguishing this bottom-up phenomenon only related with the intrinsic characteristics of the input sound from that of attention where the saliency of a sound is influenced by the task the listener is performing, that is, a top-down phenomenon.
In contrast with the field of visual saliency modeling where eye-tracking devices provide empirical ground-truth labels, it is difficult and costly to obtain labelled data for auditory saliency. For this reason, unsupervised methods are usually preferred for this task. Examples of these are the models of Kayser et al. [4] , Kalinli and Narayanan [5] , Schauerte and Stiefelhagen [6] or Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al. [7] . The first two proposals are partially inspired on the visual saliency model proposed by Itti et al. [8] and adapted to the particular properties of audio signals. In these works, the input acoustic representation is the spectrogram, an image-like representation that includes both time and frequency information in a single bi-dimensional structure. These saliency algorithms extract from it characteristics related with temporal and frequency contrasts, among others, which are finally processed considering several scale resolutions. The resultant multi-scale scheme obtains several across-scale combinations by means of a center-surround operation that after a normalization stage and a summation operation produces the final saliency map.
On the other hand, Schauerte and Stiefelhagen [6] and Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al. [7] adopt an statistical approach where the Acoustic Bayesian Surprise proposed by the former was later refined by the latter basically by the inclusion of a logarithmic transformation, a perceptually motivated nonlinearity. As previously mentioned models, Bayesian Surprise also uses a spectrogram as input representation. It processes each frequency band independently, and it models parametrically the statistical distribution of a particular time frame of the chosen frequency band. This distribution is compared with the previous one employing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. If there is no novelty or surprise in the acoustic signal, both distributions exhibit similar properties. However, if there is a sudden and meaningful change in the acoustic signal the distribution of the last temporal instant becomes distinct, and the KL divergence produces a high value representing this change in the analyzed frequency band.
In [9] , we further elaborated on the aforementioned Bayesian Surprise and Log-surprise introducing the concept of echoic memory or Auditory Sensory Memory (ASM). This concept explains the amount of time that humans need to forget an acoustic signal they have recently perceived [10] - [16] . According to different authors, this temporal span goes from 10 to 20 seconds, and depends on certain parameters such as the age of each individual. In order to capture this temporal behavior, we proposed a multi-scale approach and introduced two concepts in our mathematical model: depth and memory. With the definition of depth, we quantify the number of log-surprise saliency signals we consider to make the final decision, and the memory represents how many time frames we use for the computation of those saliency signals. All the resultant signals computed for these memory values were combined making use of distance metrics or statistical divergences, namely we compare Kullback-Leibler [17] , Jensen-Shannon [18] and Renyi divergences [19] and Cramer [20] and Bhattacharyya [21] distances. We named this scheme Echoic Log-surprise [9] .
On the other hand, one of the most challenging problems in signal processing is to ameliorate the effects of noise in real world scenarios. Robust algorithms and techniques have been devised to improve the performance of many applications in adverse conditions. For example, in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) [22] , it is customary to test new developments under mismatched conditions, this is, when training and testing sets are collected under different environmental conditions. This is useful to measure the robustness of new algorithms to unexpected changes in the type and amount of noise. There is a plethora of noise-robust methods for ASR, which deal with robust feature extraction [23] , [24] , noise removal [25] , [26] or even deep learning based techniques [22] , [27] - [29] .
In this paper, we analyse the robustness of the Echoic Log-surprise algorithms and we compare it with other auditory saliency detection mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge there are no previous contributions that consider the robustness of acoustic saliency algorithms in several noisy conditions, although it is clear that acoustic conditions in real-life scenarios are never optimal and the performance of any system might decrease dramatically. Here, we study in depth the robustness of our Echoic Log-surprise algorithm by adding six noise signals obtained from the DEMAND dataset [30] , and also white Gaussian noise. In our experiments we consider SNR values ranging from SNR = −5dB to SNR = 20dB, providing also the results of the noiseless configuration for the sake of comparison. Even if Echoic logsurprise apparently performed adequately in clean environmental conditions we expect to determine what are the limits of this technique, and to finally find out if it withstands the noise in comparison with the rest of the saliency techniques under analysis.
In the experimental part of this work, we use Acoustic Event Detection (AED) and Classification (AEC) datasets to assess our proposal. These are considered suitable proxies for the saliency detection problem, more difficult to grab and annotate. AEC annotations include onset time, offset time and an event class label from which we only employed the onset as our target, more closely related to the saliency phenomenon. We compare the robustness of our system against the algorithm proposed by Kalinli and Narayanan [5] , Bayesian Log-surprise [7] , a simple Energy thresholding system and a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) [31] . The datasets we have considered for this task are DCASE-2016 (Task 2) [32] and CLEAR06 UPC-TALP [33] . In comparison with our previous work [9] we have dropped DARES-G1 dataset [34] , since all the algorithms that we tested on it seemed to perform poorly. After analyzing the available annotations we concluded that they were poorly annotated for the task that we are considering.
The remainder of this paper is organized according to the following scheme: we start outlining the contributions of our work, followed by Section III where we explain the theory behind Echoic log-surprise and statistical fusion. In Section IV we describe the experimental setup, including information about the noises used in our experiments as well as the datasets and metrics used. Finally, in Sections V and VI we explain the results gathered from our experiments and the conclusions that can be obtained from them together with some future lines of work.
II. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contribution of this paper is the analysis of robustness against background noise of the Echoic log-surprise saliency algorithm. We have compared this robustness with that of the main auditory saliency detection algorithms in the literature. In the comparison we have also included some classical detection mechanisms such as voice activity detection. Since we consider that real world scenarios comprise different noise sources, both stationary and non-stationary, we have used a noise dataset that includes acoustic data from both indoor and outdoor environments [30] , in addition to the classical white Gaussian noise. Finally, similarly to our previous work [9] we have tested the performance of all the systems using two different and non-related AED/C datasets, which proved to be a useful approach in order to avoid overfitting the specifications of our saliency systems to a particular dataset. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the multi-scale saliency system used in this work, whose technical and simulation details were thoroughly explained in [9] . It is divided in three different stages: feature extraction, multi-scale saliency determination and statistical fusion.
III. METHODS

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
An adequate representation of the input signal is key for obtaining a good saliency detection. A very common approach employs the spectrogram, which conveys information from both the temporal and frequency domains. In fact, we can consider the spectrogram as an image-like representation of the acoustic information and then use techniques imported from visual saliency detection, an inspiration that some authors [4] - [6] have used in their acoustic saliency proposals.
A spectrogram shows the evolution of the signal along time for different uniformly distributed frequency bands by means of the Fourier Transform. However, for our systems we take into consideration other aspects of Human Auditory System (HAS). It is well established [35] , [36] that human hearing does not consider all the frequency bands to be equally important. In fact, humans are more sensitive to the information that is concentrated in the lower frequency bands of the spectra. Speech is, non surprisingly, located in the frequency bands that the HAS privileges. Consequently, some works have developed alternative ways to model the spectrogram, taking into consideration this perceptual behavior. Those spectrotemporal representations are usually termed cochleograms and, in this case, are implemented by applying a criticalband analysis over the audio signal, considering a filter-bank whose frequency ranges are based on the behavior of the HAS. A very well-known choice for this filter-bank is the Mel-scaled filter-bank that is in the core of the most popular feature extraction procedure for speech and audio-related tasks [35] . In particular, the spacing of these filters in the frequency domain is determined by the Mel-scale [35] , [36] according to the following equation:
where B(f ) represents the Mel-scale transformation of the frequency f measured in Hz, that it is approximately linear for frequencies below 1 KHz and logarithmic for frequencies above 1 KHz. A common simplification uses triangular shapes with their bandwidths increasing as the central frequency grows higher mimicking the critical bands [36] .
In summary, in order to obtain the cochleogram, the spectrogram of the raw signal x(t) is computed by using overlapped Hamming windows, and passed through a triangular mel-scaled filter-bank, as the one depicted in the schematic in Figure 1 . Then, for each one of the bands, the energy is calculated, yielding the cochleogram X (k, n), where k and n represent, respectively, the k th sub-band of the Mel-scale filter bank and the frame index. This stage is common for all the saliency and detection techniques implemented in this paper.
B. MULTI-SCALE SALIENCY COMPUTATION
Our algorithm is based on the concept of log-surprise where the logarithm of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used to determine the level of dissimilarity between the audio cochleogram X (k, n) at two different temporal instants (or frames) n and n − 1. High values of log-surprise indicate that there is a change in the acoustic signal and, therefore, the occurrence of an acoustically salient event.
The log-surprise for each Mel-frequency band k is computed according to the following equation:
where X k,n is the probability density function of the cochleogram X (k, n) estimated for the band k at fram n.
k,n ), we need to compute the values of µ k,n and σ 2 k,n for each band k using a buffer with N frames. This represents the memory of the log-surprise and is a crucial parameter of our algorithm. Since d log−surp (k, n) is calculated independently for each band, the global log-surprise signal s(n) is obtained as follows:
where N mel is the number of frequency bands of the Mel-scaled filter bank.
The multi-scale stage of our Echoic log-surprise algorithm in an extension of this method where several log-surprise saliency signals with different memory values are computed providing information from the same audio signal at different temporal resolutions.
There are two control parameters, namely the depth of the system dth and the initial memory N 1 . The value of dth determines the number of levels, i.e. the number of saliency signals that are going to be computed s i (n), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dth}. The parameter N 1 indicates the memory used for the calculation of the first level saliency s 1 (n). The remainder saliency signals s i (n), i ∈ {2, . . . , dth} are obtained by using increasing values of memory N i verifying that 1 Consequently, setting up the system with a depth dth = 3 and an initial memory N 1 = 2 implies that we obtain three saliency signals s 1 (n), s 2 (n) and s 3 (n) with memory values N 1 = 2, N 2 = 4 and N 3 = 8 frames, which correspond to buffer sizes of 40ms, 80ms and 160ms respectively, when using an analysis window size of 20ms. In this work, we consider models up to a depth of dth = 10 and a fixed initial memory N 1 = 2 frames, which provides a maximum memory value of N 10 = 1024 frames corresponding to a buffer size of 20.48 seconds. This amount is closer to the ASM temporal values proposed in [10] and [11] , that lay between 10 and 20 seconds.
C. STATISTICAL FUSION
Finally, all the saliency signals computed for the different scales are combined in a fusion stage, by comparing the information they carry by means of statistical divergences and distances. For doing this, for each of the saliency signals s i (n), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dth} and each frame n, a running histogram h i (n), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dth} is obtained considering the previous consecutive M frames. Then, these dth histograms are combined according to the chosen fusion scheme, producing the final echoic log-surprise saliency signal s echoic (n). Our fusion mechanism is inspired in the concept of echoic memory, which states that an unexpected sound is usually remembered from 10 to 20 seconds. Our fusion mechanism combines data with memory values covering the previous timespan, which means that we keep acoustic information from several temporal values at the same time, and use it to compute a saliency signal.
For a generic statistical divergence or distance d fusion , we can define the echoic log-surprise as follows:
In this paper, we have employed several fusion schemes d fusion based on the distances of Cramer [20] and Bhattacharyya [21] , Renyi-1 and Renyi-INF entropies [19] and Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) [18] More details about how they are used for fusion in this context can be found at the aforementioned work [9] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. DATASETS
Similarly to [9] , we have worked with two different datasets that were developed for AED/AEC tasks. A summarized version of the technical specifications of each database is illustrated in Table 1 . 
1) D16_T2
This particular dataset was developed for an AED/AEC challenge celebrated during 2016, named ''Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 2016'' (DCASE2016) [32] , [37] , from which we have chosen the Task 2. This task consists on the detection and classification of certain acoustic synthetic events. Data was recorded using a sampling frequency of f s = 44100 Hz, with a resolution of 24 bits. There are 72 audio clips with different Eventto-Background Ratio (EBR), divided into validation and test subsets. We use the validation subset, formed by 18 files, for the configuration of certain global parameters of our system. On the other hand, the test subset, composed of 54 audio files, is used to obtain the final results.
2) UPC-TALP DATABASE OF ISOLATED MEETING-ROOM ACOUSTIC EVENTS
This database was produced for CLEAR06 [33] , a workshop focused on AED, among other tasks. This database was recorded with an array of microphones. We chose to use the one defined as number three for our experiments since this was the one employed for labeling the acoustic events. There are 30 audio clips, with a resolution of 16 bits and f s = 44100 Hz.
B. NOISE
For the contamination of the previously mentioned audio datasets, we have used the DEMAND collection of noises [30] that comprises different real-world noise files acquired using an array of microphones at f s = 48000 Hz, from which we have chosen the channel two of the array. The noise collection is divided into six categories, four of them captured indoor and the two remaining in open air scenarios. From of total of 18 noise files, we have selected six different ones for our analysis, one per category:
• DKITCHEN: belongs to the 'Domestic' category, and contains audio recorded in a kitchen during the preparation of a meal.
• NFIELD: was captured from a sport field where there were a number of people. It belongs to the 'Nature' category.
• OHALLWAY: contains the sounds of groups of people passing, which were captured on a hallway. It belongs to the 'Office' category.
• PCAFETER: category is 'Public'. As its name describes, it was captured on a cafeteria inside of an office.
• SCAFE: was also acquired on a cafeteria, but placed on a public square instead. It is labeled into the 'Street' category.
• TBUS: contains sounds captured inside a public bus. Its category is 'Transportation'. There are mainly two reasons to choose this dataset. Firstly, the sounds that it contains were captured considering a wide variety of real-life scenarios, allowing to test the behavior of all the analyzed systems in a diversity of acoustic environments. Secondly, other noise datasets developed for speechrelated tasks such as Noisex-92 [38] and Chime-4 [39] have a sampling frequency of f s = 16kHz, or f s = 8kHz in the case of Aurora-2 [40] . However, since we are working with a higher maximum frequencies we considered that DEMAND is more appropriate, being its sampling frequency f s = 48kHz.
In addition, for the sake of comparison with other robustness studies, we have also used white Gaussian noise in our tests. We named this modality WHITE.
In summary, we have seven different noise configurations, which were added to the audio signals using Voicebox Toolbox [41] considering SNR values from −5dB to 20dB in 5dB steps. The noise addition algorithm computed the signal level using the P.56 [42] ITU-T recommendation. Finally, we have also obtained the results for the noiseless condition.
C. PARAMETER SETTING AND EVALUATION
All the audio clips were downsampled to f s = 22000Hz. Cochleograms were computed performing first a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with 1024 frequency bins and subsequently transformed into the Mel-scale using a triangular filter bank with 150 filters. For the FFT we used a Hamming window of 20ms and an overlapping of 50%.
The fusion algorithm uses an initial memory of N 1 = 2, and a maximum depth of 10. Regarding the histograms computed to fuse all the saliency signals when dth > 1, we consider a temporal length of M = 50 frames per signal and 20 bins per histogram.
For the evaluation, we use the event-based metric proposed for the DCASE2016 challenge [43] , where the F-score is computed for the onset of each audio event as follows:
where R represents the recall while the precision is represented as P. We considered a tolerance of ±200ms (as in the DCASE2016 challenge) and a minimum duration of 60ms for each acoustic event. Events lasting less that this value were removed. Since this work focuses in the detection problem and the classification task is out of its scope, we did not evaluate the systems in terms of classification accuracy.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section we report the results achieved by the different variants of the echoic log-surprise saliency detection algorithm and compare them with the ones obtained by the following baseline techniques: a simple method consisting on an energy thresholding of the audio signal, a VAD based on the work of Sohn et al. [31] using the implementation available in Voicebox toolbox [41] , the Kalinli saliency algorithm [5] inspired on the works of Itti et al. [8] and Kayser et al. [4] and downloaded from [44] , and the log-surprise based saliency detector [6] , [7] using the code provided by the authors. We included Table 2 as a reminder of the techniques and the abbreviations used in this work. Notice that the figures in most of the cases depict the results as a function of the SNR, after averaging the results of the two datasets and all their noisy versions. The exception is shown in Section V-F, where we present a more detailed analysis of the performance of the considered techniques under each one of the noisy scenarios.
A. PRE-ANALYSIS 1: CHOOSING THE MEMORY VALUE 'N' FOR 'LOG-SURPRISE'
In this analysis we have considered a noiseless scenario, since our goal is to provide guidelines for the adequate choice of the memory value N of log-surprise. Our initial hypothesis, based on a visual examination of the log-surprise saliency signal, was that a memory of N = 50 should produce a reasonable detection performance. A bigger value smoothed output signals excessively, and a smaller one was not able to cope with false positives, which would affect and reduce drastically the F-score of the system, confirming our preliminary hypothesis.
B. PRE-ANALYSIS 2: THE ROBUSTNESS OF BASELINE SALIENCY DETECTION ALGORITHMS
To assess the robustness of our echoic log-surprise saliency detection algorithm we need to establish how baseline algorithms perform in the same noisy conditions. Figure 2 depicts the F-scores obtained for these algorithms as a function of the SNR. Our first observation is that, as we expected, noise affects the detection performance of all the methods. However, we observe that Kalinli presents the worst performance although it is almost invariant to SNR, since its F-score for SNR = −5dB only changes slightly in comparison with the noiseless configuration. Finally, the results achieved by log-surprise suggest that this algorithm is the most robust of the classical techniques considered in this work, since it produces the higher F-scores for every proposed SNR value. 
C. ANALYSIS 1: REVIEW OF THE DEPTH UNDER SEVERAL SNR SCENARIOS
During this analysis of the performance of the proposed echoic log-surprise algorithm, we aim at demonstrating that an adequate choice of the depth parameter, dth, produces advantageous results when compared against the classical detection techniques that we mentioned in this work. We average the results obtained for the two datasets and all the noisy conditions which allows us to analyse the global performance of our fusion proposals. We study the influence of the SNR and different values of dth. The obtained graphs for each fusion scheme are depicted in the Figures 3a to 3e for Bhattacharyya, Cramer, Jensen-Shannon, Renyi-1 and Renyi-INF, respectively.
If we focus on the shape of the aforementioned figures, we observe that the deeper our system works, the higher the F-score becomes, a behavior that is repeated for all the proposed SNR values. In fact, when we consider a value dth > 5 the F-score of the system increases at a slower pace, which means that from that depth the system keeps improving but the obtained values are quite similar until it reaches what we consider to be the general optimal working point, at dth = 8. In the Figure 3d we can observe that using a superior value of dth deteriorates the performance of the system for the particular case of Renyi-1, a behaviour that is not shared by any of the other fusion proposals. The best F-score is obtained using Jensen-Shannon, approximately 0.62 for the noiseless condition and dth = 10 but the other fusion algorithms provide close results at their optimal dth values.
D. ANALYSIS 2: THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE ECHOIC LOG-SURPRISE AS COMPARED TO CLASSICAL SALIENCY DETECTION TECHNIQUES
The goal of this analysis is the comparison of the classical approaches studied in subsection V-B against the multi-scale proposal that we introduced. Figure 4 depicts two individual graphs that show the results for all the saliency detection techniques we consider at different values of depth dth, a parameter that, despite not being critical for the classical techniques, it is an essential part of our proposed fusion models. The first depth value is dth = 1, which, for the fusion schemes, represents the basic configuration where a single log-surprise signal is computed with initial memory N 1 = 2. The second depth value that we considered is dth = 8 since according to the analysis performed in Section V-C is the optimal point of work for all the fusion techniques. The last value of dth in this analysis is dth = 10, the limit that we set for our saliency systems. Thus, our current analysis comprises the maximum and minimum values of dth, as well as the optimal point of work.
In the graphs to the left of Figure 4 we find several bar diagrams that depict F-score results for each saliency technique considering all the SNR values. To the right, there are three diagrams with red bars that represent the range of performance improvement of each system from SNR = −5dB to the noiseless condition. Hence, the lowest value of each bar represents the value obtained for SNR = −5dB, and the top shows the noiseless one. The right hand side graphs of Figure 4 eases the analysis providing means to quickly and visually compare the results at both extremes of the SNR range. From both types of diagrams, it can be observed that, as expected from the results obtained in subsection V-A, the fusion systems perform poorly and significantly worse than the classical techniques at dth = 1. In that case, the dominant technique is log-surprise with a memory value of N = 50 followed by VAD, Energy and Kalinli. These four techniques do not depend on depth.
For dth = 8 both graphs suggest that the classical saliency techniques produce worse results than our fusion proposals for every considered SNR. As a matter of fact, when we set SNR = −5dB almost all of the fusion systems produce similar F-scores, that increase at a similar pace with the value of the SNR. The exceptional case is JSD that performs slightly better than the rest of the fusion techniques for the same noise configurations.
Finally, when we set dth = 10 we observe that, as we mentioned in Section V-C, Renyi-1 produces the worst results among the fusion techniques and its increase of performance with the improvement of the SNR is more moderate. It should be mentioned that its value is also similar to the one obtained for dth = 8.
After this analysis, we consider that an adequate point of operation for all the fusion techniques could be dth = 8, since it would work equally well for all the proposed techniques. Nevertheless, the recommended technique would be JensenShannon no matter what dth value we use, since it is not as sensitive as the rest of the techniques to this parameter when it is big enough.
E. ANALYSIS 3: PRECISION AND RECALL SCORES
To obtain more insight about the behaviour of the different algorithms we have depicted the Precision-Recall (P-R) graph of Figure 5 . For each detection technique, it shows three ellipses corresponding to SNR = −5dB, 10 dB and clean conditions, whose horizontal and vertical axes are proportional to the standard deviation value of precision and recall obtained for the files of D16_T2 validation subset respectively and their centers are situated in the average P-R position. The black arrows indicate the directions in which these average P-Rs move as SNR increases.
First of all, we observe that energy, VAD and Kalinli tend to have high recall and small precision, no matter what SNR we consider. A low precision score implies that these three systems produce large number of false positive values. A high recall score indicates, however, that some of these detected onsets actually are well positioned and produce true positives.
Log-surprise is different from the three previous ones, since it produces higher precision than recall. This means that the onsets detected by this algorithm are most of the times properly placed in time, but some of the ground-truth onsets are missed.
When analyzing the variation along the SNR we observe that Kalinli is the technique whose ellipses appear closer to the origin of the P-R graph, and therefore, it performs worse than the other techniques for the reasons that we have already explained. Energy and VAD are placed in similar positions of the graph, although the eccentricity of their corresponding ellipses is quite different, indicating a bigger dispersion among the recall scores than in the precision axis for VAD. Energy increases its precision with the SNR, whilst VAD increases its recall. In both cases, these increments occur mainly towards one of the axis, which would explain why both of them keep producing similar F-scores as observed in Figure 2 . Log-surprise mainly increases its recall with the SNR, which in conjunction with its high precision would explain why it outperforms the rest of the techniques of this analysis.
The superiority the proposed Echoic log-surprise method in comparison with the non multi-scale algorithms can be observed for Jensen-Shannon with dth = 10 in Figure 5 (green ellipses). Interestingly, its starting point (at SNR = −5dB) is situated in the same P-R position than log-surprise for the noiseless condition (yellow ellipses) with slightly better precision than recall. The bigger the SNR the bigger both the precision and the recall obtained for Jensen-Shannon and consequently the F-score ending on the equal precision and recall dotted line.
Finally, as a general comment referred to the eccentricity of the ellipses, we observe that most of the times there is a bigger dispersion in the recall dimension. This means that, for a certain detection technique, a similar amount of false positive values along the validation files is found, but there is a big variation in the number of false negatives. If we analyze the results obtained for the classical techniques, we observe that Kalinli performs similarly for each noise signal. We observe certain variations for VAD that produces similar results for every SNR value when the noise configurations are DKITCHEN, NFIELD or OHALLWAY. For the rest of them, it is clearly affected when SNR = −5dB, and the higher the SNR the better it performs. Energy presents a similar trend to VAD although its performance in very noisy conditions (SNR ≤ 0dB) degrades with respect to VAD in most of the noises. Two special cases are NFIELD and TBUS which, with the exception of energy, strongly affect the performance of all the systems, showing curves that remain low and almost flat. Log-surprise and Jensen-Shannon show a similar behaviour for all the considered noises and SNR values, although none of the classical techniques outperforms Jensen-Shannon for any of the noises.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented the robustness analysis of the echoic log-surprise saliency technique in comparison with state of the art methods using an AED task. After performing several tests using two different datasets and seven SNR conditions, we have observed that an adequate depth parameter dth clearly helps improving the detection performance of our system. A first analysis showed that increasing the depth up to dth = 8 was advantageous. However, for dth = 10 the performance of Renyi-1 began to deteriorate while that of the rest of the multi-scale algorithms remained almost unchanged. We set the initial memory value N 1 = 2 since, for the maximum dth we considered, amounts as using a buffer memory of 20.48 seconds, a reasonable size if we establish a correspondence with ASM values [10] , [11] . However, we leave for future investigations, the empirical determination of this value.
Our second analysis allowed us to compare the performance of echoic log-surprise with some classical saliency detection techniques, considering averaged results for all the datasets and noise signals. We discovered that for small values of dth. the classical algorithms outperformed echoic log-surprise. In particular, for dth = 1, the best F-score was obtained for log-surprise, which performed clearly better than VAD and Kalinli for all the SNR configurations. This result is particularly interesting, since log-surprise has a memory value of N = 50 and it is equivalent to constrain the echoic log-suprise multi-scale algorithm to a single scale with N 1 = 50. Note, however, that the single-scale configuration for echoic log-surprise that we show in our analyses corresponds to dth = 1 and N = 2, a memory value that is clearly insufficient to model the salient nature of the acoustic events and clearly worse than the results we show for logsurprise. Increasing the value dth, however, makes the multiscale approaches considerably better than the classical ones. For example, Jensen-Shannon with dth = 10 outperforms log-surprise for almost a 17%. The results for the second analysis also showed that Jensen-Shannon produced the best F-scores through all the ranges of SNR and noiseless configurations.
Finally, we made a detailed analysis of the performances for each of the noises independently. Results showed that though some types of noise are more detrimental than others, echoic log-surprise produced the best results for all the considered SNR values showing a high degree of robustness as well.
Future work will focus on the integration of new statistical fusion techniques, which might lead to even better results. Also a more in depth study of different alternatives for the determination of the optimal memory values for each level may lead to improvements in the detection mechanism. Using our algorithms to solve other tasks such as on-set detection for Music Information Retrieval (MIR) or to aid the training of attentive mechanisms in Long-Short Term Memory architectures that even combine audio and visual cues as in [45] have been also identified as promising research directions.
